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VESTS FOR BOTH (CONSEALED AND OUTER) WEARING

SENATOR SP

The bullet-proof vests of the   SENATOR - DIPLOMAT line are, 
with the exception of the DIPLOMAT SPOL vest, designed espe-
cially for concealed wearing by persons who cannot wear the 
vest on the clothes due to the nature and the way of pursuit of 

their profession.
These vests are produced according to the CSN 39 5360 stan-
dard in the ballistic resistance classes 1,2,2CZ, 3 and 4 or ac-
cording to the US STD NU 0101.3 in the classes I, II.A, II and 

IIIA 

SENATOR SPOL SENATOR ST



VESTS FOR OUTER WEARING

MARSHAL LE

Bullet-proof vests intended first for police or  members of secu-
rity agencies . They are finished  for free move by runing, walk-
ing , shooting , or by driving . The construction of the vest 

makes possible in case of the need  increasing of the ballistic  re-
sistance with the help of the inserting of the ceramic boards . 
The boards are inserted in front but also  back part of the vest.   

The vests are produced in acoording to ČSN 39 5360 in catego-
ries of ballistic protection1, 2, 2CZ, 3 a 4 and with ceramic board 
in categories 3CZ, 4CZ, 5, 5CZ, 6, 6CZ, 7 a 7CZ.In according to 
US standard  are produced the vests in categories I, IIA, II a IIIA 

with ceramic board in categories III a IV.

MARSHAL TE MARSHAL ST



COMMANDO LE

Similarly to the bullet-proof vests for the police, the military 
vests are intended for outer wearing. The outer cover of the vest 
has a camouflage print or is in khaki colour. Thanks to its design 
the vest enables the wearer a comfortable wearing, walking, run-

ning, shooting or driving.
Just like the vests intended for the police, the military vests are 
produced in all categories of ballistic resistance. The anti-

fragment vest according to the Američan Standard STANAG 2920 
shows a resistance of max. V50 = 650 m/s.

COMMANDO TE 
TAKTIK

COMMANDO ANTI-SPLINTER

COMMANDO SP



KOMFORT ALFA

T-SHIRTS

To improve the comfort in wearing of bul-
let-proof vests the Zbrojovka ZTM DEFEND 
has developed T-Shirts whose design en-
sures the wearer a sufficient air permeabil-
ity, sweat management and to some extent 
it suppresses the development of the shock 
effect caused by the impact of a projectile.

KOMFORT BETA SPECIAL
 PROTECTOR



OTHER PRODUCTS

ARMOUR PLATES

  BALISTIC HELMETS PASGT

  ANTI-RIOT

SHIELD SHIELD WITH 
WINDOWS







BALLISTICS STANDART




